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Particle Astrophysics - Challenges

• The first challenge is to define Particle Astrophysics ...
• What is being studied?

 Cosmic Accelerators / High Energy Particles
 Dark Matter
 Dark Energy
  ...

• How it is being studied?
 Not like “old” Astronomy

• Who is studying it?
 Anything particle physicists move into that is not terrestrial accelerators... 

• It is certainly a BROAD CHURCH
• I will focus for the most part on current and future campaigns to yield 

more information about Dark Energy and Dark Matter
 Proposed missions include a lot of other physics ...
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Dark Energy + Dark Matter

• Dark Energy
 SN - Supernova Type Ia Standard Candles - distance as a function of z. Future 

missions to collect 1000’s, z<~0.8 from ground, z<~1.5 from space
 WL - Weak Gravitational Lensing - narrow but deep & full sky surveys - large 

statistical samples: 3D mass tomography/shear correlation function vs z
 CL - # of clusters of galaxies as a function of z. Combine with x-ray survey. SZ 

effect.

• Dark Matter
 DM Direct Searches - larger detectors, deeper underground
 DM Indirect Searches - Annihilation products (as energy line and continuum) in 

gamma and neutrino
 (Accelerator - Particle Searches)

• Cosmological Parameters
 LSS Large Scale Structure - surveys of galaxies (e.g. SDSS, 2dF)
 CMB Cosmic Microwave Background
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• New Images Support ‘Big Bang’ Theory - Washington Post, Mar 17, 2006

In case you missed it ...

TBlackbody = 2.725 K
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WMAP 3 year Data

• ΛCDM model — ~4% ordinary matter, ~22% dark matter, ~74% dark energy
New data continues to support “standard” model - good fit and better constraints on the 
cosmological parameters.

• Detection of scale dependence in  3.3σ ns ≠ 1  (ns=0.951 +0.015/-0.019). 
 When WMAP 3-year data is combined with 2dFGRS, SDSS, ACBAR, Boomerang, CBI, VSA and supernova 

data, the significance goes up to 4.8σ (ns =0.938 +0.013/-0.018). Assumes the standard ΛCDM model. 
 Slight scale dependence fits well with Inflationary Universe Models

• Expansion rate is a function time => amount of fluctuations changes slightly with scale

• Emphasize, consistent with inflation, but for WMAP only 3.3σ . Modest change in χ2 for ns=1 constrained.

• Tensor-to-scalar ratio WMAP r<0.55 (90% CL), +SDSS r<0.28

• WMAP+Supernova Legacy Survey Eqn of State for D.E.  w = -0.97+0.07-0.09
• Reionization - a little bit later than the first-year WMAP data seemed to indicate.
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tions, !8, optical depth, " , and a slope for the scalar perturbation spec-

trum, ns) fits not only the three year WMAP temperature and polariza-
tion data, but also small scale CMB data, light element abundances, large-
scale structure observations, and the supernova luminosity/distance relation-

ship. Using WMAP data only, the best fit values for cosmological param-
eters for the power-law flat ΛCDM model are (Ωmh2, Ωbh2, h, ns, ", !8) =

(0.127+0.007
!0.013, 0.0223+0.0007

!0.0009, 0.73+0.03
!0.03, 0.951+0.015

!0.019, 0.09+0.03
!0.03, 0.74+0.05

!0.06) The three year
data dramatically shrinks the allowed volume in this six dimensional parameter

space.
Assuming that the primordial fluctuations are adiabatic with a power law

spectrum, the WMAP data alone require dark matter, and a spectral index that

is significantly less than the Harrison-Zel’dovich-Peebles scale-invariant spectrum
(ns = 1, r = 0). Adding additional data sets improves the constraints on these

components and the spectral slope. For power-law models, WMAP data alone
puts an improved upper limit on the tensor to scalar ratio, r0.002 < 0.55 (95% CL)
and the combination of WMAP and the lensing-normalized SDSS galaxy survey

implies r0.002 < 0.28 (95% CL).
Models that suppress large-scale power through a running spectral index or a

large-scale cut-off in the power spectrum are a better fit to the WMAP and small
scale CMB data than the power-law ΛCDM model; however, the improvement in

the fit to the WMAP data is only ∆#2 = 3 for 1 extra degree of freedom. Models
with a running-spectral index are consistent with a higher amplitude of gravity
waves.

In a flat universe, the combination of WMAP and the Supernova Legacy
Survey (SNLS) data yields a significant constraint on the equation of state of

the dark energy, w = !0.97+0.07
!0.09 If we assume w = !1, then the deviations

from the critical density, ΩK , are small: the combination of WMAP and the

SNLS data imply Ωk = !0.015+0.020
!0.016 . The combination of WMAP three year

data plus the HST key project constraint on H0 implies ΩK = !0.010+0.016
!0.009 and

Ω! = 0.72 ± 0.04. Even if we do not include the prior that the universe is flat,

by combining WMAP, large-scale structure and supernova data, we can still put
a strong constraint on the dark energy equation of state, w = !1.06+0.13

!0.08.

For a flat universe, the combination of WMAP and other astronomical data
yield a constraint on the sum of the neutrino masses,

∑

m! < 0.68 eV(95% CL).
Consistent with the predictions of simple inflationary theories, we detect no signif-

icant deviations from Gaussianity in the CMB maps using Minkowski functionals,
the bispectrum, trispectrum, and a new statistic designed to detect large-scale

anisotropies in the fluctuations.
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Projected Polarization Performance

-31- 

 

Figure 5.1: Current measurements of the polarized CMB signal.  The TE measurements (grey) are 

from the first-year WMAP data.  The E measurements (colored) are from the ground-based 

experiments CAPMAP, CBI, and DASI, and from the balloon-based experiment BOOMERanG.  

These results are all consistent with the signal predicted by the !CDM model and they demonstrate 

excellent technical progress in our ability to measure CMB polarization.  The black curves indicate 

the one-sigma sensitivity estimates for WMAP and Planck but without correction for foreground 

emission.  The WMAP estimates are based on measured noise properties of the instrument and 

assume 8 years of operation.  The WMAP satellite should measure the E-mode signal at low and 

intermediate l, and may detect a B-mode signal if the gravitational wave amplitude is high.  

Additionally, it will produce sensitive full-sky maps of the polarized synchrotron emission.  The 

Planck estimates are based on noise measurements from the test-bed High Frequency Instrument and 

assume 1.2 years of operation.  Planck will obtain precise measurements of the E-mode signal, and 

can potentially detect a B-mode signal from gravitational waves.  It will also produce high quality 

maps of the polarized dust emission from its high frequency channels. 

-36- 

coverage depend strongly on the foreground 

properties.  If foreground spectral indices or 

polarization patterns vary significantly across the 

sky, it may be advantageous to decrease the 

separation between channels, since channels far 

from the minimum near ~70 GHz may have 

limited utility.  The details of the frequency 

selection are best made after the initial round of 

polarization measurements discussed in the 

previous section have been more fully understood.  

The forthcoming WMAP polarization data will 

yield a great deal of information about polarized 

synchrotron emission.  Information on polarized 

dust will be coming from a variety of near-term 

bolometric experiments, including further results 

from Archeops.

 

       

Figure 6.1: Estimates of the sensitivity that will be achieved by a space mission of the type called for 

in our roadmap (light grey), and for a more ambitious mission with higher angular resolution (dark 

grey).  The light grey band assumes a 1000-pixel instrument with a 1 degree resolution beam, the 

dark grey band assumes a 2000-pixel instrument with a 0.1 degree beam.  In each case, the detectors 

are assumed to operate at the background noise limit and to observe for one year.  For each mission, 

the dashed lines indicate two estimates of the residual sensitivity after using the multi-frequency data 

to subtract foreground signals.  The actual sensitivity will depend on many factors that are poorly 

known at this time, including the amplitude and complexity of the foreground signal, and the 

instrument's frequency coverage and sensitivity per band. 

WMAP 3yr 
r < 0.55 95% CL Full Analysis
r < 2.2 (95% CL) Polarization analysis only

CMB Task Force Report July 2005
http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/TFCRreport.pdf

These are optimistic projections
- instrument only, ignoring foregrounds

E-modes - density fluctuations
B-modes - Gravitational waves imprinting on matter

CMBPOL

WMAP 3 yr
41 GHz
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CMBPOL (2018 - )

• Inflationary Period of Universe
 Probe curl polarization signal due to primordial gravitational waves
 Goal 100x weaker than currently detected polarization signals

• Substantial detector technology development is required prior to new 
space-based mission (beyond WMAP/Planck) - CMBPOL
 Ground based and balloon-borne (Antarctic) observations necessary to get 

experience
• Reduce false positive polarization signals
• Detail galactic foregrounds
• Continue to make CMB measurements

 Recommended Technology
• >1000 polarization sensitive detectors
• Likely that mission will require bolometers

Talk: Large Scale Bolometer Arrays and Readout for CMB Experiments, Helmuth Spieler (LBNL); 
Talk: TES Bolometers inc CMB Blas Cabrera (Stanford);
Talk: Joel Ullom, SQUID Multiplexor; Sub K Space Cryogenic Systems

-46- 

will continue to play two vital roles: (1) 

developing the new detector concepts and 

polarization modulation schemes that will be 

necessary to achieve polarimetric fidelity at the 

few times 10–9 level that is required, and (2) 

proving these techniques on ground-based and 

balloon-borne experiments.  In parallel, a stable 

base of funding will be necessary to build and 

sustain the groups at the national laboratories and 

NASA Centers (GSFC, JPL, LBNL and NIST) 

that will ultimately be equipped to produce the 

large-format, high-yield, flight-qualified arrays 

that will fly on CMBPOL. 

In the next several sections we survey the state of 

several promising detector technologies, 

discussing their relative advantages, and also the 

problems that need to be addressed to make them 

candidates for a mission to measure the CMB 

polarization at a level of r = 0.01. 

7.1 Practical Limits to Sensitivity: Bolometers 

and HEMTs 

Fluctuations in the arrival rate of CMB photons 

impose a fundamental limit of ~30 µK!(sec) for 

detection of a single mode of radiation in a 

fractional bandwidth of 25% from ~ 30 to 220 

GHz.  We will assume throughout this section that 

each pixel in the focal plane contains two 

detectors that couple to orthogonal linear 

polarizations.  Averaging the signal from two 

such ideal detectors measures Stokes I with a 

sensitivity of NET ~ (30/!2) ~ 20µK!(sec).  

Differencing the two detectors measures Stokes Q 

with the same sensitivity, NEQ = NET following 

the convention that Q = (Tx – Ty)/2. 

Bolometric detectors can, in principle, approach 

this sensitivity over the entire frequency range of 

interest, but at the expense of driving both 

instrument emission and bolometer NET well 

below the CMB contributions.  When system 

trades are taken into account, diminishing returns 

for the cost of decreasing the temperature of 

optics and of the bolometer heat sink typically 

lead to an optimized system operating at a factor 

~2 – 3 above the CMB BLIP limit.  A realistic 

goal for the sensitivity of a single bolometric 

detector is thus ~40 – 60 µK!(sec).  The 

polarization-sensitive bolometers (PSBs) on 

Planck fall short of this goal by factors of 1.2 (at 

143 GHz) to 1.7 (at 100 GHz).  The sensitivity of 

the Planck detectors is limited by the requirement 

on the thermal time constant.  Next generation 

bolometers will achieve faster response through 

the use of antenna-coupling and/or transition-edge 

superconducting (TES) sensors with higher 

electro-thermal feedback, and can realistically be  

Table 7.2: Current and Projected Sensitivity(a) 

of Bolometer and HEMT-based Detection 

Schemes. 

 2005(b) 2010(c) 

Freq. 
Bolometer HEMT 

  /!2 

Bolometer HEMT 

  /!2 

[GHz] [µKcmb !s] [µKcmb !s] [µKcmb !s] [µKcmb !s] 

30 – 93 57 48 

40 – 115 51 51 

60 – 175 44 60 

90 67 224 40 75 

120 – – 40 93 

150 48 – 43 – 

220 68 – 64 – 

350 224 – 220 – 

Notes:  (a) All sensitivities are NETcmb/feed = 

NEQcmb/feed.  The HEMT NET/feed is divided by 

!2 to provide a fair basis of comparison between 

the HEMT-based system, which can measure 

both the Q and U Stokes parameters 

simultaneously, and the bolometric system, 

which measures only Q or U at any given time. 

(b) 2005 sensitivities are (i) Bolometers:  average 

laboratory measured optical performance of 

Planck flight Polarization Sensitive Bolometers 

and (ii) HEMTs: best laboratory performance 

achieved to date.  (c) 2010 bolometer sensitivities 

are projections for antenna-coupled TES 

devices, assuming 1.5K RJ instrument emission, 

25% fraction bandwidth, 40% optical efficiency, 

a 100 mK heat sink, a 300 mK superconducting 

transition, and a thermal safety factor of 3.   

2010 HEMT sensitivities assume Tsys = 3h!/kB, 

20% fractional bandwidth, and negligible 

instrument emission. 
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 ΛCDM Cosmology Evolution - SNIa => z vs time

Saul Perlmutter, Physics Today, Apr 2003

 ΩΛ=0.95,0.9,0.8…0.4
 Ωm=0.6,0.8…1.4

NOW

<--- BIG BANG  --->

Differing models of Universe

varying ΩΛ and Ωm while

 ΩΛ+ Ωm= 1

Ω m
= 1
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e
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SNAP Satellite -Configuration

February 22, 2006 Natalia Kuznetsova

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

Focal plane 

Fixed filters atop the sensors

Visible NIR

Integral Field Spectrograph (3”x3”)

3

Spectrograph port
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SNAP Satellite - Projections

• SNAP data set z<1.7 (carefully controlled systematics) ~2000 SNe 
with photometric redshifts (9 filters) + spectra at maximum light

14

16

18

20

22

24

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

0.25,0.75
0.25, 0
 1,     0

redshift  z

Supernova Cosmology Project
Knop et al. (2003)

Calan/Tololo
& CfA

Supernova
Cosmology
Project
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Joint Dark Energy Mission (JDEM)
 Space mission will have superior PSF, lower systematics and infra-red sensors (~2-3 

µm to get factor two in z compared to ground based instruments)
 Typically less sky coverage than ground based, but higher z gives better leverage on 

time evolution, and more galaxies/sq deg = goal similar # of galaxies as LSST
 Mission costs requirement <$650M, has required scale back of hardware. All 

telescopes <~1.5m. 
 Proposals for feasibility studies have just been submitted to NASA. The (two?) 

missions selected will submit full feasibility studies in 2008, leading to down select. 
Best case is flight in 2012, but this is subject to NASA budget profile assessment.

SNAP SN+WL (photometric) Single Object Spectrograph used for SN

DESTINY SN
GRISM - no xy - just take spectra for all objects in 
field of view 

ADEPT Baryon Osc. Tomography Galaxy redshift survey at smaller scales allows 
analysis of baryon fluc.

JEDI SN+WL+BO Compromise is smaller field, using slit-lets for 
spectrometer based on James Webb design.
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WL - Ground Based Telescopes

• Weak Lensing, two possible handles on dark energy
 (1) Sheer distortion associated with single lens - study the angular scale of lensed 

objects (light sources) at different z
• “SHEAR TOMOGRAPHY” / This most closely maps with SN measurement technique 

 (2) Look at different parts of the sky for variations in lenses - can establish a distribution 
for density perturbations and growth of structure as a  function of z

• Independent measure of DE - narrows final errors on DE param

• A goal of all future missions is to establish (wa) dw/da ≠ 0 for Λ 
 Current photometric based z survey given Δz/z ~ 0.05-0.1 . With more stats, goal is to 

study anomalous photometric galaxies and cut a priori to further reduce Δz 
 High z>1 light collection and PSF (z<3, 0.7” sufficient) crucial for shape measurement 

• Other Main Physics
 Significant focus of work is for hazardous solar system objects / moving / variable obj.
 Supernovae alert and also light curves (depends on cadence), complementary to JDEM

• Sample lower z <~1.2
 GRB after-glow
 AGN out to z~7
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DLS

DS

 α = 4GM/bc2

b

θ

 γ ∼ θ = DLS
DS

4GM/bc2

sheared image

shear

Gravity & Cosmology change the 
growth rate of mass structure

Cosmology changes geometric 
distance factors (Tyson, LSST)
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Cluster detection via WL shear

2-degree by 2-degree 
mass map of one of five 
DLS fields. All four 
clusters examined in this 
field have been verified 
with spectroscopy and X-
ray observations.

(Tyson, LSST)
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WL - Ground Based Telescopes

• A goal of all future missions is to be first to establish dw/dt ≠ 0 for Λ 
DLS (Deep Lens Survey)
CTIO 4m (completed 2005 - analysis 
pub. in late 2006)

Goal = total25sq.deg 
(100 nights , 0.25 sq.deg)
PSF~0.8”

4 bands - some z info, but really need 
6. Goal was Ωm, ΩΛ, but not enough 
coverage for w’

CFHTLS (Canadian/French/Hawaii) 
(now–2009)
CFH Telescope

Goal = total 500 sq deg 
PSF ~0.7” (no adap)

Not as deep, but going for stats

DES (Dark Energy Survey)
CTIO 4m 
(2009+ )

Goal = total 5k sq. deg 
(500 nights , 2.2 sq. deg)
PSF ~0.8”. Build new det. for existing 
CTIO 4m

Worse PSF, resolve smaller fraction of 
objects, lose some depth

Pan-STARRS
Hawaii
2005+ 1x1.8 m telescope
(? time scale -> 4 telescopes)

Goal = total 5k sq. deg, 30 k sq. deg @ 
lower mag - (4 x 1.8 m telescopes, 3 sq. 
deg), 1.4 GPix camera orthogonal 
transfer adap. opt. = PSF 0.4”

First telescope now testing in Hawaii - 
cameras will be dominant cost. Using 
multiple smaller telescopes.

LSST
(Site - still evaluating - Mex./Chile)
2013

Goal = total ~23k sq. deg 
(8.4 m telescope, 10 sq. deg) 
3.2 GPix camera, Secondary mirror tip/
tilt adap. opt. = PSF 0.5”

Camera development CCD or PIN-
CMOS. Readout speed crucial.

Note that the relative merit of “sensitivity” of the experiments is also a function of total observing time available 
(higher for dedicated facilities); and also depth (max mag.) which depends on integration time and aperture. 
The numbers are not definitive!
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LSST (Large Synoptic Survey Telescope)

• The key figure-of-merit for a survey 
experiment is the étendue-time product:
  AΩT.
 Equiv. “integrated luminosity” for an accel.

• Constraining Dark Energy and 
Dark Matter Design Drivers

• WL: image quality, number of detected galaxies (area * depth), photometric 
accuracy and bandpass choices for photometric redshifts, wide angular 
coverage, e.g.        
 delivered image size will be dominated by atmospheric seeing
 at least five bandpasses, photometric errors <1%
 median residual ellipticity of 0.0001, small systematics

•  SNe: 250,000 per year for Type Ia
 multi-color light-curves, SNe caught before maximum
 light-curve sampling not sparser than several (3-4) days
 exquisite control of bandpasses, absolute photometric, calibration errors <1%

LSST will provide a nearly 2 order of 
magnitude increase over existing and
factor 5 higher étendue vs proposed.

+BAO Baryon 
Acoustic Oscillations
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LSST - Advanced Focal Plane Driven By Science Req.

• ~ 3200 cm2 focal plane, > 200-CCD mosaic (~16 
cm2 each), 3.2 GPix 10 µm pixel size

• The effective pixel readout speed  will have to be 
about two orders of magnitude higher than in 
previous telescopes in order to achieve a readout 
time for the telescope of ~1 - 2 seconds .

• The sensors will have to have an active region  
~100 µm thick to provide sufficiently high quantum 
efficiency (QE) at  ~1000 nm, and they will have to 
be (over)depleted so that the signal charge is 
collected with minimum diffusion to achieve a 
narrow point spread function (PSF). Window 
biasing independent of the readout is essential. 

• Packaging ensuring sensor flatness and alignment 
in focal plane to <5µm (not routinely achieved with 
presently delivered devices by industry).

• Extensive use of ASICs to make the readout of a 
large number of output ports practical, and to 
reduce the number of output links and 
penetrations of the dewar.

See talk: Veljko Radeka (BNL) LSST
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SN+WL - Dark Energy Probe

• w = P/ρ (terms in the Friedmann Equation)

• w = -1 for Einstein’s cosmological constant
• H2(z) = (å(z)/a(z))2 

    = H0
2[ Ωm(1+z)3 

           + Ωr(1+z)2

               + ΩΛ(1+z)3(1+w) ]
• w can very with redshift: a(z)=1/(1+z)

 Two common parameterizations: 
w(z) = w0+w1 z   or  w(z) = w0 + wa(1-a(z))

• Weak Lensing and supernovae 
distances work superbly together 
as cosmological probes. 
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Photon / Cosmic Ray Detectors
X-Ray Gamma-Ray VHE Gamma-Ray Ulta High Energy Cosmic Ray

eV keV MeV GeV TeV PeV EeV ZeV
0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21

10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

X-ray Satellite

!-ray Satellite

        Atmos. Chrenkov

Air Shower Arrays

(Partial Selection of Experiments)   N2 Fluorescence

CGRO (1991–2000)  BATSE       EGRET

     OSSE

COMPTEL

CHANDRA (1999– ) ACIS/HRC

XMM-NEWTON (1999– )   EPIC

HETE-2 (2000– ) WXM/SXC

FREGATE

INTEGRAL (2002–[2008])   JEM-X

      SPI/IBIS

SWIFT (2004– ) UVOT    XRT

BAT

GLAST (2007– ) GBM

      LAT

CON-X (2013– ) XMS/SXT/RGS

(100x collection of prev) HXT

ADVANCED COMPTON TELESCOPES

MILAGRO/TIBET

STACEE/CELESTE/SOLAR II

WHIPPLE/HEGRA/CANGAROO (1985-2004)

VERITAS/HESS/MAGIC/CANGAROO III (2004– )

AGASA/HiRES

AUGER
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  Key to the cosmic-ray origin
  Non-thermal processes in the universe

  Non thermal emission
  Direct propagation towards us
→ Point towards CRs sources !

  Gamma-ray source candidates
  SNR (Pevatron), startbust galaxies
  Compact objects (pulsars, AGN, GRB, 

micro-quasars,...) 
  Dense regions 
  New kind of sources

 Exotic physics 
 Dark matter (new particles)

Why observe VHE  γ-rays  ?

Text

Loïc Rolland
CEA-Saclay - France

ASPEN ‘06
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 Atmosphere opaque to 
gamma-rays

 « Low energy » satellite 
experiments
  EGRET (>100 MeV)

  diffuse emission of galactic plane
  66 AGNs, 7-10 pulsars
  170 unidentified

  GLAST 2007

 Very high energy ground 
experiments
  Whipple started in 1989

Universe in gamma-rays
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Scintillator 
or Water Č

Hadron-
Detector

Primary (Hadron,Gamma)

Air Shower

Primary (Hadron,Gamma)

Air Shower

Čerenkov
radiation

TIBET

MILAGRO
HESS, VERITAS, MAGIC, CANGAROO

STACEE, CELESTE, SOLAR II, GRAAL

 Ground Techniques ( E > 10 

Crab > 1 TeV : ~ 1 γ/century/m2

Need for huge collection area 

Č-Telescope(s)
ΔΘ/Θ ~ 0.1°
ΔE/E ~ 15%
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VHE Experimental World

STACEE
MILAGRO

TIBET
ARGO-YBJ

PACT

GRAPES

TACTIC

VERITAS

MAGIC

HES CANGAROO

TIBEMILAGRO
STACEE

TACTIC
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Science with New Gen. Gamma Ray 
Experiments 2005

Array Imaging

Multiple Telescopes:
 improve angular resolution
 improve energy resolution
 reduce background
 eliminate muons
 improve stability

Text

Michael Daniel
University College Dublin

On behalf of VERITAS collaboration 
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Science with New Gen. Gamma Ray 
Experiments 2005

VERITAS TELESCOPE-1

 VERITAS Telescope-1 completed and operating at temporary site.
               First Light on February 1, 2005 (Crab detection)
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Science with New Gen. Gamma Ray 
Experiments 2005

499 pixels; each 0.15 degree diameter

First VERITAS Camera

3.5 degree FoV
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Science with New Gen. Gamma Ray 
Experiments 2005

VERITAS-4: Definition
System of four telescopes
Aperture 12 m
Hexagonal Mirrors
Cameras with 499 pixels
Individual pulse shapes; 
FADCs 500MHz sampling
High data rate; zero suppress.
Array Trigger      
Southern Arizona location
Dark site: 1.8  km   

History: 1996 VERITAS proposed
            2001 Prototype funded
            2003 VERITAS approved
            2006 VERITAS completed
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SNIC - SLAC - 3 April 2006 Rick Gaitskell, Brown University, DOE HEP

• High-purity coaxial germanium 
detectors
 high spectral resolution (~0.2%)
 large volume / no position 

informatio / relies on indirect 
imaging, coded mask

• Future: 3D-positioning 
spectroscopy detectors, enabling 
compact, high efficiency 
“Advanced Compton Telescopes”
 e.g., germanium cross-strip, thick 

silicon, liquid Xe (?)
 excellent spectral resolution 

(0.2-1%) / 3D position resolutions, 
~1mm3 / large volumes

 Enable direct Compton imaging, low 
backgrounds, wide field-of-view

 

Integral 2002–08

Galactic Positron Annihilation
(Knoedlseder et al., 2005)

60Co source (1.173 MeV)
60º off-axis

Talk: Steve Boggs, UCB/LBL
UCB/LBNL cross-strip GeDs
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GLAST - Gamma Ray Satellite (2007– )
The GLAST Physics   UCLA Dark Matter Symposium - 2/23/2006

L. Latronico 2

The GLAST instruments

• LAT: 20MeV – >300GeV

•PI: P. Michelson (SU)

• GBM: 10KeV – 30MeV

•PI: C. Meegan (UofA, Huntsville)

The GLAST  observatory

Large Area Telescope (LAT)Gamma Ray Burst Monitor (GBM)

Spacecraft

Launch Vehicle Delta II – 2920-10H

Launch Location Kennedy Space Center

Orbit Altitude 575 Km

Orbit Inclination 28.5 degrees

Orbit Period 95 Minutes

Orientation +X to the Sun

Launch Date August 2007

LAT mass  3000Kg

LAT power 650W

Gamma-rays as probes of the universe
•travel undeviated by EM fields
•emitted by most energetic process
•Can go down to z ~700
Satellite to go below ~30GeV atmosphere cutoff

Talk: Luca Latronico (Univ. of Pisa/INFN)
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GLAST - LAT Detector (4x4 of tower shown below)
The GLAST Physics   UCLA Dark Matter Symposium - 2/23/2006

L. Latronico 6

The LAT instrument: how we built it

Tracker/Converter (TKR):

! Silicon strip detectors 
(single sided, each layer 
is rotated by 90 degrees 
with respect to the 
previous one)

! W conversion foils

! ~80 m2 of silicon

! ~106 electronics chans

! fully digital electronics

! High precision 
tracking, small dead time

Calorimeter (CAL):

!1536 CsI crystals

!Analog 4 range 
readout

! 8.5 X0

! Hodoscopic

! Shower profile 
reconstruction 
(leakage correction)

Anti-Coincidence (ACD):

! Segmented (89 tiles)

! Self-veto @ high energy limited

! 0.9997 detection efficiency 
(overall)

Overall modular design:

! 4x4 array of identical towers - each one including a Tracker, a Calorimeter and an 
Electronics Module.

! Surrounded by an Anti-Coincidence shield (not shown in the picture).

!

e+ e-
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January 2006AAS Conference- http://constellation.gsfc.nasa.gov

The Constellation-X Mission

A Constellation of X-ray telescopes for high resolution spectroscopy:
• 25-100 times gain in throughput over current missions
• Major facility that will open a new window for X-ray spectroscopy 
• Four spacecraft orbiting around the L2 point, pointing at the same 

target with the data combined on the ground

Science Goals:
• Black Holes 

− Probing strong gravity
− Evolution & effects on galaxy formation

• Dark Matter and Dark Energy
– Cosmology using clusters of galaxies

• Cycles of Matter and Energy
– Cosmic feedback, extreme states of matter, 

stellar coronae, supernovae, planets, etc..
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January 2006AAS Conference- http://constellation.gsfc.nasa.gov

Spectroscopy X-ray Telescope Hard X-ray Telescope

 40 cm

Mirror

 10 M 
Focal Length

Hard X-ray Imaging Camera

Baseline configuration of 
4 SXT and 12 HXT 
divided across four 
spacecraft

All instruments operate 
simultaneously

(Geometry is 
highly 

exaggerated)

1.6 M 

X-ray Micro-calorimeter (XMS)
CCD Camera

Constellation-X Payload
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Con-X (2013-) Dark Energy

• Major Increase In Effective Area (0.25-40 keV)
 1.25 keV ~15,000 cm2 compared to <200 cm2 in Chandra
 R = E/ΔE ~300-1500 (single pixels calorimeters meet this 

requirement -> large arrays)

• Dark Energy - Two independent sets of cosmological 
tests can be performed using x-ray measurements of 
clusters of galaxies.
# and mass distribution of clusters and galaxy groups is 
a very strong function of underlying cosmological 
parameters
 Measure absolute distances to clusters, to get z vs distance, 

goal is for 500 galaxies out to z<~1
• Observe x-ray temperature: baryon survey / surface brightness
• Combine SZ (CMB scattering on electrons in cluster) + x-ray

 Measure growth of structure vs z
• Combine x-ray data with models of how baryon pop expected to 

change with redshift
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January 2006AAS Conference- http://constellation.gsfc.nasa.gov

Thermal detection of individual X-ray  
photons gives a 20-40 increased spectral 
resolution over the Chandra CCDs
Arrays have been successfully 
demonstrated on sounding rockets and now 
Suzaku (Astro-E2)

Exposed TES

Suzaku X-ray 
calorimeter array 
achieved 7 eV 
resolution on orbit

Next generation arrays being developed for 
Constellation-X now approaching mission 
goals of 2-4 eV

4.8 eV ± 0.1 eV FWHM

8x8 development TES array for Con-X with 250 µm pixels

XRS: 32 pixels, 640 µm pixels

X-ray Micro-calorimeters
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Known Unknown - Direct Detection - Nov 2005 Rick Gaitskell, Brown University

Direct Detection Astrophysics of WIMPs

• Energy spectrum & rate depend on WIMP 
distribution in Dark Matter Halo

 “Spherical-cow” assumptions: isothermal 
and spherical, Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity 
distribution

 V0= 230 km/s, vesc= 650 km/s, 

 ρ = 0.3 GeV / cm3

moo

• Energy spectrum of recoils 
is featureless exponential 
with 〈E〉 ~ 50 keV

• Rate (based on σnχ  and ρ) 
is fewer than 1 event per kg 
material per week

“Contains ten 60-GeV 
WIMPs on average. 20 
billion WIMPs pass 
through each second.”

δ

H,h,Z

δ

q q

δ δ

q q

q~

SUSY - Supersymmetry
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Techniques for dark matter direct detection

TYPE TECHNIQUE TYPICAL 
EXPERIMENT

ADVANTAGE

Ionization counting MAJORANA, GERDA
Searches for ββ-

decay, dm additonal

Solid Scintillator
pulse shape 

discrimination DAMA/NaI, NAIAD
low threshold, large 

mass, but poor discrim

Cryogenic
charge/phonon
light/phonon

CDMS, CRESST
EDELWEISS

demonstrated bkg 
discrim., low 

threshold, but smaller 
mass/higher cost

Liquid noble gas charge/light
XENON, ZEPLIN, 

XMASS, WARP,  ArDM
large mass, good bkg 

discrimination

Bubble chamber super-heated droplet COUPP, PICASSO
large mass, good bkg 

discrimination

Gas detector ionization track DRIFT
directional sensitivity, 
good discrimination

R.J. Gaitskell, Ann. Rev. Nucl. Par. Sci, 54 (2004) 315
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CDMS 2005 Rick Gaitskell

Really Cool Detectors: ZIPs

Q inner

Q outer

A

B

D

C

Rbias

I bias

SQUID array Phonon D

Rfeedback

Vqbias

1 µ tungsten
380µ x 60µ aluminum fins

•250 g Ge or 100 g Si crystal
•1 cm thick x 7.5 cm diameter
•Photolithographic patterning 
•Collect athermal phonons:

"XY position imaging
"Surface (Z) event veto based 

on pulse shapes and timing

Measure ionization in low-field 
(~volts/cm) with segmented 
contacts to allow rejection of 
events near outer edge 

Z-sensitive Ionization 
and Phonon-mediated

Qouter

Qinner

z
y

x

@50 mK

Talk: TES - Blas Cabrera (Stanford)
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CDMS 2005 Rick Gaitskell

WIMP-search data (5 Ge ZIPs, ~53 kg-days)

10.4 keV Gallium line

Prior to phonon pulse 
shape timing cuts

After timing cuts, which 
reject most electron recoils

Background ESTIMATE: 0.37 ±       
0.20 (sys.) ± 0.15 (stat.) electron recoils,
0.05 recoils from neutrons expected

Z2/Z3/Z5/Z9/Z11

1 candidate 
(barely)

1 near-miss

Z2/Z3/Z5/Z9/Z11
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n 
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Gaitskell

XENON Event Discrimination: 
Electron or Nuclear Recoil?

EGC

Cathod
e

Grid

Anode
EAG

EAG >  EGC

Liquid phase

Gas phase

Within the xenon target:

•  Neutrons, WIMPs  =>  Slow nuclear recoils => 
strong columnar recombination 

=> Primary Scintillation (S1) preserved, but  Ionization 
(S2) strongly suppressed

•  γ, e-, µ, (etc)  =>  Fast electron recoils =>

=>   Weaker S1, Stronger S2

PMT Array
(not all tubes shown)

Ionization signal from nuclear recoil too small to be directly 
detected => extract charges from liquid to gas and detect 
much larger proportional scintillation signal => dual phase 

Simultaneously detect (array of UV PMTs) primary (S1) and 
proportional (S2) light => 
Distinctly different S2 / S1 ratio for e / n recoils 
provide basis for event-by-event discrimination. 

Challenge: ultra pure liquid  and high drift  field to preserve small 
electron signal (~20 electrons) ; efficient extraction into gas; 
efficient detection of small primary light signal
 (~ 200 photons) associated with 16 keVr

Light Signal
UV ~175 nm
photons

Time

Primary

Proportiona
l

Interaction (WIMP or Electron)

Liq. 
Surface

e-e-

e-
e-

e-e-

e-
e-

e-e-

e-
e-

Electron Drift
~2 mm/µs

0–150 µs
depending on 

depth

~40 ns 
width

~1 µs width

See Talk: Uwe Oberlach, Rice, Dark Matter Detection
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XENON3 Event

• XENON3 Event
 100 keV nucl recoil evt
  Σ Top PMTs: Blue trace (gas)

 Σ Bottom PMTs: Red trace (liq)

• First Signal, S1
 Primary Scintillation
 S1 phe ~50 ns wide
 Bottom PMTs see most phe

(Top suffer loss at liq. surf.)

• Second Signal, S2
 Electron Drift liq. ~30 µs 

-> extract into gas
-> Electroluminescence
“z” position

 S2 phe ~1.5 us wide
 See “Hot Spot” position

“x-y” position

[Luiz de Viveiros, Brown]
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• XENON10 now installed and being tested at LNGS (Gran Sasso, Italy)
 Expect First Dark Matter Search Run (May–Aug 2006)
 48 PMTs on top, 41 on bottom, 20 cm diameter, 15 cm drift length, 14 kg LXe

XENON10 detector 14 kg LXe @ LNGS

XENON Collaboration (E. Aprile at al.)
Columbia / Brown / CWRU / Florida / LLNL / Rice / Yale / Coimbra / LNGS

Current UV PMT <20% QE
Strong motivation for higher QE (single 
photon threshold) photodetectors

See Talks: Uwe Oberlach, Rice, Dark Matter Detection;
Alfred Baron, Spring8, APD; 
Nepomuk Otte, MPI Munich, Si PMTs
...
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Known Unknown - Direct Detection - Nov 2005 Rick Gaitskell, Brown University

DM Direct Search Progress Over Time (2006)

Plot updated from that in DM Review Article: Gaitskell, Ann. Rev. Nucl. and Part. Sci. 54 (2004) 315-359

    ~1 event kg-1 day-1       

   ~1 event 100 kg-1 yr-1      
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XENON - 1
0 kg

XENON - 1
00 kg

XENON - 1
T

CDMS IIZEPLIN I

EDELWEISS

DAMA

Dark Matter Existing Limits and Goals
• XENON10 - Sensitivity curve corresponds to 

~2 dm evts/10 kg/month
 Equivalent CDMSII Goal for mass >100 GeV 

(Latest 2005 CDMSII result is x10 above this 
level)

 With only 30 live-days x 10 kg fiducial - Zero 
events - would reach XENON10 sensitivity goal 
(90% CL), but we would like to do physics!

• XENON100   ~2 dm evts/100 kg/month
• XENON1T  ~1 dm evts/1 tonne/month
• Note that the goal is to study WIMP physics 

not simply set a limit - hence evts/month.
• SOME SUSY MODELS

 [blue] T. Baltz and P. Gondolo, Markov 
Chain Monte Carlos. JHEP 0410 (2004) 
052, (hep-ph/0407039) 

 [green] J. Ellis et al. CMSSM, Phys.Rev. 
D71 (2005) 095007, (hep-ph/0502001)

 [red crosses] G.F. Guidice and A. 
Romanino, Nucl.Phys. B699 (2004) 65; 
Erratum-ibid. B706 (2005) 65, (hep-ph/
0406088)

 [blue crosses] A. Pierce, Finely Tuned 
MSSM, Phys.Rev. D70 (2004) 075006, 
(hep-ph/0406144)

SUSY 
Theory
Models

Dark Matter Data Plotter
http://dmtools.brown.edu

CDMS II goal
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Direct Detection and Accelerators
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• Broad mass range of Direct 
Detection
 LHC has 2 Tev limit for gluino, 

squark, slepton:  neutralinos 
only up to 300 GeV in most 
SUSY models

 Direct Detection may indicate a 
mass too large for LHC and 
provide clues for ILC

• Accelerators reach down to 
lower elastic cross section
 Potential guidance for direct 

detection searches

• Rich physics in overlap region 
of LHC and 10–100 kg DM expt
 Exciting opportunity to establish 

concordant model

http://dmtools.brown.edu/gaitskell&mandic

CDMS-II Limit
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SNIC - SLAC - 3 April 2006 Rick Gaitskell, Brown University, DOE HEP

Conclusions

• I am looking forward to the talks over next few days. 
 One of the reasons that I started pursuing dark matter direct detection was 

because it gave me an insanely good excuse for grappling with “lab” detector 
challenges.

• “Particle Astrophysics”
 Great challenges ahead - to characterize mechanisms responsible for

 DM / DE / Inflation / Evidence for New Fundamental Physics

• Future Instruments
 Some already have complete technology in hand and are simply scaling up as 

funding is available ... 
 but most seek greater sensitivty/exposure by using new technologies
 Typical cost of given instrument is rising 

     (Not a lot of cheap experiments left to do?)
 The actual scale of the experiment for a positive discovery is not always known
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Direct Detection and Accelerators
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• Broad mass range of Direct 
Detection
 LHC has 2 Tev limit for gluino, 

squark, slepton:  neutralinos 
only up to 300 GeV in most 
SUSY models

 Direct Detection may indicate a 
mass too large for LHC and 
provide clues for ILC

• Accelerators reach down to 
lower elastic cross section
 Potential guidance for direct 

detection searches

• Rich physics in overlap region 
of LHC and 10–100 kg DM expt
 Exciting opportunity to establish 

concordant model

http://dmtools.brown.edu/gaitskell&mandic

CDMS-II Limit
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WIMPs and SUSY

• LHC/ILC constraints 
compared with direct DM 
searches by Linear 
Collider Cosmology 
working group
 Specify a benchmark 

model, eg, here LCC1 is 
mSugra ‘bulk region,’  
consistent with WMAP relic 
density

 Explore range of all models 
compatible with accelerator 
data

 Constrain secondary 
parameters, eg, neutralino 
mixing angles and elastic 
cross section

elastic cross section

LHC+ILC-500

LHC

LHC+ILC-1000

MW from LHC

LCC1
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